Fewnomial theory began with explicit bounds -solely in terms of the number of variables and monomial terms -on the number of real roots of systems of polynomial equations. Here we take the next logical step of investigating the corresponding existence problem: Let FEAS R denote the problem of deciding whether a given system of multivariate polynomial equations with integer coefficients has a real root or not. We describe a phase-transition for when m is large enough to make FEAS R be NP-hard, when restricted to inputs consisting of a single n-variate polynomial with exactly m monomial terms: polynomial-time for m ≤ n + 2 (for any fixed n) and NPhardness for m ≥ n + n ε (for n varying and any fixed ε > 0). Because of important connections between FEAS R and A-discriminants, we then study some new families of A-discriminants whose signs can be decided within polynomial-time. (A-discriminants contain all known resultants as special cases, and the latter objects are central in algorithmic algebraic geometry.) Baker's Theorem from diophantine approximation arises as a key tool. Along the way, we also derive new quantitative bounds on the real zero sets of n-variate (n + 2)-nomials.
Introduction and Main Results
Let FEAS R -a.k.a. the real feasibility problem -denote the problem of deciding whether a given system of polynomial equations with integer coefficients has a real root or not. While FEAS R is arguably the most fundamental problem of real algebraic geometry, our current knowledge of its computational complexity is surprisingly coarse, especially for sparse polynomials. This is a pity, for in addition to numerous practical applications (see, e.g., [BGV03] ), FEAS R is also an important motivation behind effectivity estimates for the Real Nullstellensatz (e.g., [Ste74, Sch00] ), the quantitative study of sums of squares [Ble04] , and their connection to semi-definite programming [Par03] . Furthermore, efficient algorithms for FEAS R are crucial for the tractability of harder problems such as quantifier elimination, and computing the closure and frontier of more general types of varieties such as sub-Pfaffian sets [GV04] .
Before stating our main results, we will need to clarify some geometric notions concerning sparse polynomials. n , c j = 0 for all j, and the a j are distinct. We call such an f an n n n-variate m m m-nomial and we call {a 1 , . . . , a m } the support of f . Also, for any collection F of polynomial systems with integer coefficients, let FEAS R (F) denote the natural restriction of FEAS R to inputs in F. ⋄ Note that n-variate quadratic polynomials are a special case of n-variate m-nomials with m = O(n 2 ). Note in particular that #A ≥ 1 + dim A, with equality iff A is affinely independent. It is also easily checked that a random set of m points in R n (chosen, say, independently from any continuous probability distribution) will have dimension min{n, m − 1} with probability 1.
Clearly, any n-variate Laurent polynomial f always satisfies dim Supp(f ) ≤ n. Let R * := R \ {0}. It is not much harder to see that one can always find (even in an algorithmically efficient sense) a d-variate Laurent polynomial g, with the same number of terms as f and d = dim Supp(f ), such that f vanishes in (R * ) n iff g vanishes in (R * ) d (see Corollary 1 of Section 2 below). In this sense, "almost all" n-variate m-nomials satisfy dim Supp(f ) = min{n, m − 1}, and those that don't are essentially just d-variate m-nomials (with d < n) in disguise.
Recall the containments of complexity classes NC 1 ⊆ NC ⊆ P ⊆ RP ⊆ BPP ∪ NP ⊆ PSPACE (these complexity classes are reviewed briefly in Section 2 below). Roughly speaking, our first main result says that real feasibility for "honest" n-variate (n + k)-nomials is easy for k ≤ 2, but NP-hardness kicks in quickly already for k a very slowly growing function of n.
Theorem 1 Let
A := {f ∈ Z[x 1 , . . . , x n ] | #Supp(f ) = 1 + dim Supp(f ) and n ∈ N}, B n := {f ∈ Z[x 1 , . . . , x n ] | #Supp(f ) = 2 + dim Supp(f )},
. . , x n ] #Supp(f ) ≤ n + n ε , dim Supp(f ) = n, n ∈ N, and f is a sum of squares of polynomials.
, and S := (f 1 , . . . , f k ) f i ∈ Z[x 1 , . . . , x n ] and f i is a linear trinomial or a binomial of degree ≤ 2 for all i, and k ≥ n ≥ 1. Then, measuring the size of any polynomial f (x) = m j=1 c j x a j ∈ Z[x 1 , . . . , x n ] -denoted size(f ) size(f ) size(f ) -as the total number of binary digits in the c i and a i,j , we have:
1. FEAS R (A) ∈ NC 1 . 2. For any fixed n ∈ N, FEAS R (B n ) ∈ P. has a root in R 3 , using a number of bit operations polynomial in log(D) + log [(|c 1 | + 1) · · · (|c 5 | + 1)]. The best previous results (e.g., via the critical points method, infinitesimals, and rational univariate reduction, as detailed in [BPR03] ) would yield a bound polynomial in D + log [(|c 1 | + 1) · · · (|c 5 | + 1)] instead. Assertion (2) also vastly generalizes an earlier analogous result for univariate trinomials [RY05] . ⋄ The algorithm underlying Assertion (2) turns out to depend critically on the combinatorics of Supp(f ), particularly its triangulations. Furthermore, extending the polynomiality of FEAS R (F ) from (n + 1)-nomials to (n + 2)-nomials turns out to be surprisingly intricate, involving A-discriminants (cf. Section 1.1), Baker's Theorem on Linear Forms in Logarithms (cf. Section 3), and Viro's Theorem from toric geometry (see, e.g., [GKZ94, Thm. 5.6]). Theorem 1, along with some more technical strengthenings, is proved in Section 3.3 below.
Remark 1 There appears to have been no earlier explicit statement that FEAS R (F ) ∈ P (or even FEAS R (F ) ∈ NP) for F some non-trivial family of n-variate m-nomials with m = n + O(1). As for lower bounds, the best previous result for sparse polynomials Quantitative results over R n of course shape the kind of algorithms we can find over R n . In particular, Khovanski's famous Theorem on Real Fewnomials implies an upper bound depending only on m and n -independent of the degree -for the number of connected components of the real zero set of any n-variate m-nomial [Kho91] . More recently, his bound has been improved from 2
For n-variate (n + 2)-nomials we can now make a dramatic improvement. Recall that a set S ⊆ R n is convex iff for any x, y ∈ S, the line segment connecting x and y is also contained in S. Recall also that for any A ⊂ R n , the convex hull of A -denoted ConvA -is the smallest convex set containing A.
Theorem 2 Let f be any n-variate m-nomial with m ≤ 2 + dim Supp(f ), Z + (f ) its zero set in R n + , and define N comp (f ) (resp. N non (f )) to be the number of compact (resp. non-compact) connected components of Z + (f ). Then N comp (f ) ≤ 1 (with examples attaining equality for each n ∈ N), and N comp (f ) = 1 =⇒ Z + (f ) is either a point, or isotopic to an (n − 1)-sphere. Also, N non (f ) is no more than 0, 2, 6, 9, or 2n + 2, according as n is 1, 2, 3, 4, or ≥ 5 (with examples attaining equality for each n ≤ 2). Finally, if Supp(f ) is disjoint from the interior of its convex hull, then N comp (f ) = 0.
While the bound N non (f ) ≤ 2 (for n = 2) was found earlier by Daniel Perrucci, all the other bounds of Theorem 2 are new, and the special case n = 3 improves Perrucci's earlier bound for 3-variate 5-nomials by a factor of at least 2 (see [Per05, Thms. 4 & 5] ). Except for an upper bound of 2 O(n 2 ) for the smooth case [Kho91, Sec. 3.14, Cor. 5], there appear to be no other earlier explicit bounds in the spirit of Theorem 2. Theorem 2 has recently been generalized to systems of k polynomials in B n , with identical supports and k ∈ {1, . . . , n} [BRS06] . (See also [BBS05, Bih05] for the opposite extreme to Theorem 2: bounding the number of isolated real roots of n polynomials in B n with the same support.) We prove Theorem 2 in Section 3.2.
It thus appears that, unlike algebraic geometry over C, large degree is potentially less of a complexity bottleneck over R. Considering the ubiquity of sparse real polynomial systems in engineering, algorithmic speed-ups in broader generality via sparsity are thus of the utmost interest. Furthermore, in view of the complexity threshold of Theorem 1, randomization, approximation, and/or average-case speed-ups appear to be the next key steps if we are to have a sufficiently general and useful algorithmic fewnomial theory over R. A promising step in this direction can be found in work of Barvinok [Bar02] , but more work still needs to be done before we can assert significant new randomized algorithms -even for FEAS R (U 4 ).
Since the largest m for which FEAS R is doable in polynomial-time -for input a single n-variate m-nomial -appears to be m = n + 2 (as of early 2006), we propose the following conjecture to address the cases m ≥ n + 3.
is NP-hard but, for any fixed m, there is a natural probability measure on U m so that FEAS R (U m ) has polynomial-time complexity on average.
Note that FEAS R (U 3 ) ∈ P, thanks to Assertion (2) of Theorem 1, since U 3 = B 1 . The latter "positive" part of the conjecture is meant to be reminiscent of Smale's 17 th Problem, which concerns the complexity of approximating complex roots of polynomial systems [Sma00, RY05] .
That feasibility over R may be NP-hard already for univariate sparse polynomials is suggested by a recent parallel over a different complete field: Q p . In particular, (a) there is now a Theorem on p-adic Fewnomials (due to the middle author [Roj04] 
Complexity and Topology of Certain A-Discriminants
The connection between computational complexity (e.g., of deciding membership in semialgebraic sets [DL79] or approximating the roots of univariate polynomials [Sma87] ) and the topology of discriminant complements dates back to the late 1970's. Here, we point to the possibility of a more refined connection between FEAS R and discriminant complements. (See also [DRRS05] for further results in this direction.) In particular, our last example was a special case of a much more general invariant attached to spaces of sparse multivariate polynomials.
Definition 3 Given any A = {a 1 , . . . , a m } ⊂ Z n of cardinality m, define the set An intriguing link between FEAS R and discriminants is the fact that those A with FEAS R (F A )∈P currently appear to coincide with those A with ADISCVAN(F A ) ∈ P. This should not be too surprising in view of the following fact: If f ∈ F A has smooth complex zero set (and a similarly mild condition holds for its zero set at infinity), then f lies in some connected component C of (R * ) #A \ ∇ A (under a natural identification of coefficients of f and coordinates of (R * ) #A ), and any other g ∈ C has real zero set isotopic to that of f (see, e.g., [GKZ94, Ch. 11, Sec. 5A, Prop. 5.2, pg. 382]). Let us call any such C a discriminant chamber (for A).
So deciding FEAS R (F A ) for a given f is nearly the same as deciding whether f lies in a particular union of discriminant chambers, and it is thus natural to suspect that the following three situations may be equivalent in some rigourous and useful sense:
While connections between (a) and (c) are known (see, e.g., [BCSS98, Ch. 16] ), the best current theorems appear to be too weak to yield any complexity lower bounds of use for the Univariate Threshold Conjecture. As for stronger connections between (b) and (c), concrete examples arise, for instance, from the following two facts: (1) FEAS R (Q) ∈ P, where Q := {f ∈ Z[x 1 , . . . , x n ] | f is homogeneous and quadratic} [Bar93] 4 and (2) for A the support of a quadratic polynomial f , ∆ A (f ) is computable in polynomial-time. (The latter fact follows easily from an exercise in Cramer's Rule for linear equations and the Newton identities [BCSS98, Ch. 15, Pgs. 292-296].)
A new connection we can assert between the "easiness" of FEAS R (F A ) and ADISCVAN(F A ) is the case of n-variate (n + 2)-nomials, thanks to Assertion (2) of Theorem 1 above, and the first part of our final main result below.
Theorem 3 Following the notation of Theorem 1 and our last two definitions:
2. For any fixed n, ADISCSIGN(B n ) ∈ P.
Note that Theorem 3 improves considerably on what can be done through quantifier elimination (e.g., [Can88, BPR03] ), because for fixed n these older methods already have complexity exponential in our notion of input size. Theorem 3 -proved in Section 3.1 -turns out to be a central tool in the algorithms behind the complexity upper bounds of Theorem 1, and is the main reason that diophantine approximation enters our scenery.
In light of the connections between the complexity of FEAS R (F A ) and ADISCVAN(F A ), we conclude our introduction with another possible piece of evidence in favor of the "negative" portion of the Univariate Threshold Conjecture:
The containment NP⊆BPP is widely disbelieved, so it would appear possible that
is not doable in randomized polynomial-time.
Our main results are proved in Section 3, after the development of some necessary theory in Section 2 below. A useful elementary result on the real zero sets of n-variate (n+1)-nomials is then proved in Section 4.
Background and Ancillary Results
Let us first informally review some well-known complexity classes (see, e.g., [Pap95] for a complete and rigourous description). [Pap95] . Thus, appellations such as "polynomial-time" are to be understood as "having bit-complexity polynomial in the underlying input size", and the underlying polynomial and/or O-constants depend only on the algorithm, not on the specific instance being solved. The same of course applies to "linear-time", "exponential-time", etc. ⋄ NC 1 The family of decision problems which can be done within time O(log InputSize), using a number of processors linear in the input size.
Remark 3 Throughout this paper, our algorithms will always have a notion of input size that is clear from the context, and our underlying computational model will always be the classical Turing model
NC The family of decision problems which can be done within time poly-logarithmic in the input size, using a number of processors polynomial in the input size.
P The family of decision problems which can be done within polynomial-time.
RP The family of decision problems admitting randomized polynomial-time algorithms for which a ''Yes'' answer is always correct but a ''No'' answer is wrong with probability 1 2
.
BPP The family of decision problems admitting randomized polynomial-time algorithms that terminate with an answer that is correct with probability at least 6 2 3
NP The family of decision problems where a ''Yes'' answer can be certified within polynomial-time.
PSPACE The family of decision problems solvable within polynomial-time, provided a number of processors exponential in the input size is allowed.
Recall also that even the containment P ⊆ PSPACE is still an open problem (as of early 2006). A very useful and simple change of variables is to replace variables by monomials in new variables. Please note that in what follows, we will sometimes use real exponents. 6 It is easily shown that we can replace ). We call the substitution x := y M a monomial change of variables. Also, for any z := (z 1 , . . . , z n ), we let xz := (x 1 z 1 , . . . , x n z n ). Finally, let GL n (Z) denote the set of all matrices in Z n×n with determinant ±1 (the set of unimodular matrices). ⋄ Proposition 1 (See, e.g., [LRW03, Prop. 2] .) For any U, V ∈ R n×n , we have the formal identity (xy) Via a simple application of Hermite factorization (see Definition 6 and Lemma 1 below), we can derive the following corollary which reveals why the dimension related hypotheses of Theorem 1 are mild and necessary.
Corollary 1 Given any n-variate m-nomial f with
n×n is nonnegative and upper triangular, with all off-diagonal entries smaller than the positive diagonal entry in the same column. Finally, the Smith factorization of M is an identity of the form UMV = S where U ∈ GL m (Z), V ∈ GL n (Z), and
, the Hermite and Smith factorizations of M exist uniquely, and can be computed within O(n 4 log 3 (n max i,j |m i,j |)) bit operations. Furthermore, in the notation of Definition 6, the entries of U, V , S, and H all have bit size O(n 3 log 2 (2n + max i,j |m i,j |)).
To prove Theorems 1 and 2, we will first need some tricks for efficiently deciding when
Lemma 2 Suppose f is an n-variate (n + 1)-nomial with affinely independent support A = {a 1 , . . . , a n+1 } ⊂ R n , with a j = (a 1,j , . . . , a n,j ) for all j. While this last lemma is ultimately elementary, we were unable to find any similar explicit statement in the literature. So we supply a proof in Section 4. Another tool we will need is a description of certain real zero sets "at infinity".
Definition 7
Given any compact S ⊂ R n and w ∈ R n , the face of S with inner normal w -denoted S w -is the set of all x ∈ S that minimize the inner product x · w. In particular, a facet of S is a face S w for some w with dim S w = dim S − 1. ⋄
Definition 8
The Newton polytope of f , Newt(f ), is the convex hull of the support of f . Also, for any w = (w 1 , . . . , w n ) ∈ R n , the initial term function of f (x) = a∈A c a x a with respect to the weight w is In w (f ) := 
The initial term functions above are also known as initial term polynomials or face polynomials when the exponents are integral.
3 The Proofs of Our Main Results: Theorems 3, 2, and 1
We will use [k] in place of {1, . . . , k} throughout. Let us start by highlighting two of the most important theoretical tools behind our proofs: the binomial formula for circuit discriminants and Baker's famous result on approximating linear forms in logarithms. First recall that A ⊂ R n is a circuit iff A is affinely dependent, but every proper subset of A is affinely independent.
7 Also, we say that A is a degenerate circuit iff A contains a point a and a proper subset B such that a ∈ B, A \ a is affinely independent, and B is a circuit. For instance, and are respectively a circuit and a degenerate circuit. We can now summarize what we need to know about A-discriminants when A is a circuit:
n is a circuit of cardinality n + 2. Then, defining size(A) to be the sum of the sizes of the coordinates of A, and letting Z * 
The vector m from Assertion (1) can be found in time polynomial in size(A).
3. Permuting (if necessary) the a j so that m j > 0 for all j ∈ [k] and m j < 0 for all j ∈ {k + 1, . . . , n + 2}, we have To prove Assertion (4), observe that by Assertion (3) and Proposition 1, ∆ A (c 1 , . . . , c n+2 ) = 0 for some c := (c 1 , . . . , c n+2 ) ∈ (C * ) n+2 =⇒ c is a smooth point on a hypersurface defined by a real binomial equation. Via [GKZ94, Thm. 1.5, Ch. 1, pp. 16], we then obtain that Z * C n+2 j=1 c j x a j has a degeneracy ζ, and any such ζ must satisfy the binomial system stated above. (In particular, the coordinates are rational in c 1 , . . . , c n+2 if A generates Z n as a lattice, thanks to Lemma 1.) Moreover, by Proposition 1 and Lemma 1, we easily derive that a real binomial system can have no more than 1 solution per open orthant of (R * ) n .
The Proof of Theorem 3
Theorem 3 will follow easily from the two algorithms we state immediately below, once we prove their correctness and verify their polynomial-time complexity. However, we will first need to recall the concept of a gcd-free basis. In essence, a gcd-free basis is nearly as powerful as factorization into primes, but is far easier to compute. α 1 , β 1 , u 1 , v 1 , . . . , α N , β N , u N , v N . Output: A true declaration as to whether α 
Construct, via Theorem 5, a gcd-free basis ({γ
then output ''They are equal.'' and stop.
3. Output ''They are not equal.'' and stop.
For all i ∈ [N]
, let A i (resp. B i ) be an approximation of log α i (resp. log β i ) within
(using, say, Arithmetic-Geometric Mean Iteration [Ber03] ). 
Output the sign of
Note that while we can certainly compute A := α
N using a number of arithmetic operations polynomial in s := size(u 1 )+· · ·+size(u N ), the bit size of A is already exponential in s; hence the need for our last two algorithms. That Algorithm BinomialSign is correct and runs in time polynomial in I (for fixed N) follows easily from Baker's Theorem: First, taking logarithms, observe that the sign of
< E, so Baker's Theorem tells us that
Step (3) of Algorithm BinomialSign indeed computes the sign of S. So we have correctness. To see that Algorithm BinomialSign runs in time polynomial in I for fixed N, first note that the A i and B i each require O(log(M)+log(N)−log E) = O (32N) 400N C log(C) log(CM) bits of accuracy.
9 So, via our chosen method for approximating logarithms [Ber03] , we see that the complexity of our algorithm is polynomial in O N(32N)
, and we are done.
The Proof of Theorem 3: First note that if our input A is not a circuit, 10 then A is a degenerate circuit, and ∆ A (f ) is then identically 1. This is because Z * R (f ) is smooth when the support of f is a degenerate circuit (see, e.g., the proof of Case 2 of Theorem 2 in Section 3.2). So we can assume that A = {a 1 , . . . , a n+2 } is a circuit, f has support A, and that c j is the coefficient of x a j in f for all j. Thanks to Lemma 3, Assertion (1) (resp. Assertion (2)) follows straightforwardly from the complexity bound for Algorithm BinomialVanish (resp. BinomialSign) we just proved in Lemma 4. In particular, the latter lemma tells us that the complexity of ADISCVAN, for an input (A, c 1 , . . . , c n+2 ), is polynomial in n+2 i=1 log(c i m i ) (following the notation of Lemma 3); and the same is true for ADISCSIGN provided n is fixed. The classical Hadamard matrix inequality [Mig92] tells us that size(m i ) = O(n log(n max j,k {a jk })), so the complexity of ADISCVAN is indeed polynomial in size(f ); and the same holds for ADISCSIGN when n is fixed.
Deforming to Polyhedra: The Proof of Theorem 2
Let A = {a 1 , . . . , a m } be the support of f and and write f (x) = m j=1 c j x a j . Since Z + (f ) is unaffected if f is replaced by a monomial multiple of f , we can clearly assume without loss of generality that a 1 = O.
If n = 1 then f must be a univariate trinomial and Theorem 2 follows immediately from Descartes' Rule. So let us assume henceforth that n ≥ 2. Remark 4 Note that we can in fact allow arbitrary real exponents for f in our proof above. ⋄ 9 Note also that the true number of bits of accuracy we would use in practice is 2 µ , where µ is the smallest integer with, say, 2 µ > (32N ) 400N C log(C) log(CM ). This is because while it may be non-trivial to compute E exactly, finding 2 µ is easy via the old trick of recursive squaring. 10 One can in fact check in polynomial-time whether A is a circuit. See, e.g., Proposition 2 of Section 3.3.
Case 2: A is a degenerate circuit: Suppose, without loss of generality, that B = {O, a 2 , . . . , a ℓ } (with ℓ < m ≤ n + 2) is a circuit, and a ℓ in the relative interior of ConvB if B intersects the relative interior of ConvB.
Let A ′′ be the n × (m − 2) matrix whose columns are a m−1 , . . . , a 2 and (via Lemma 1) define U to be any n × n unimodular matrix U such that UA ′′ is lower triangular, with nonnegative diagonal. Definingf (y) := f (y U ), it is then easily checked thatf (y) is of the form c 1 + c 2 y Definition 10 Given any finite point set A ⊂ R n , let us call any function ω : A −→ R a lifting, denote by π : R n+1 −→ R n the natural projection which forgets the last coordinate, and letÂ := {(a, ω(a)) | a ∈ A}. We then say that the polyhedral subdivision Σ ω of A defined by {π(Q) | Q a lower 10 face of ConvÂ of dimension dim A} is induced by the lifting ω, and we call Σ ω a triangulation induced by a lifting iff every cell of Σ ω is a simplex. Finally, given any f (x) = a∈A c a x a ∈ Z[x 1 , . . . , x n ], we define f ω,ε (x) := a∈A c a ε ω(a) x a to be the toric perturbation of f (corresponding to the lifting ω). ⋄ 
disjoint finite union of piece-wise linear manifolds, each possibly having a non-empty boundary.

Lemma 5 Suppose A is a circuit, Σ is a triangulation of A, n = dim A, and s is any distribution of signs on A. Call any point a in the relative interior of A with s(a) opposite
s(a ′ ) for all a ′ ∈ A \ {a} a caged alternation of (A, s). Then 1. Z + (f ) smooth =⇒ Z + (f ) is isotopic to V(Σ, s f ) \ ConvA for some Σ.
V(Σ, s) has no boundary iff V(Σ, s) is the boundary of an n-simplex iff [A has a caged alternation a and Σ is the triangulation obtained by the lifting that sends a → 0 and
Proof of Lemma 5: By Lemma 3 and Lemma 1, it easily follows that A has at most 2 discriminant chambers in R n+2 + , and each such chamber contains a unique toric perturbation. Since the topology of Z + (f ) is constant on any discriminant chamber containing f (e.g., [GKZ94, Ch. 11, Sec. 5A, Prop. 5.2, pg. 382]), we obtain Assertion (1). Now note that by definition, any triangulation of a circuit A obtained by lifting has at most n + 1 top-dimensional cells (since it is the projected lower hull of a (n + 1)-simplex). So then, if V(Σ, s) has no boundary, its convex hull must clearly have dimension n, in which case we see that V(Σ, s) is a union of at least n + 1 simplices of dimension n − 1. So V(Σ, s) is the union of exactly n + 1 simplices of dimension n − 1, equal to the boundary of its convex hull, i.e., V(Σ, s) is the boundary of a n-simplex. This proves the first rightward implication of Assertion (2), and the converse is obvious. Now if V(Σ, s) is the boundary of a n-simplex, then A clearly intersects its relative interior, which in turn implies that Σ must be the specified triangulation. (Indeed, it is a standard fact that any circuit has exactly 2 triangulations. So the only other possible Σ has exactly 1 n-cell and could not possibly give the V(Σ, s) we desire.) Furthermore, A must then clearly contain a caged alternation, for otherwise V(Σ, s) would no longer be the boundary of an n-simplex. This proves the second rightward implication of Assertion (2), and the converse is obvious. We are now ready to return to our proof of Theorem 2 and finish the remaining special case.
Case 3: A is a circuit: First note that by Corollary 1, we can apply a monomial change of variables and assume m = n + 2 without loss of generality. (Moreover, if m < n + 2 initially, then every connected component of Z + (f ) must be non-compact, thanks to Proposition 1.) Let us first bound N non (f ): First note that since A is a circuit, every facet of Conv(A) has affinely independent vertex set. So by Case 1, the facet functions of f each automatically have smooth zero sets which are either empty or consist of a single non-compact connected component. The Upper Bound Theorem of polyhedral combinatorics [Ede87] then implies that Conv(A) has no more facets than a moment n-polytope with n + 2 vertices. The latter polytope has exactly 4, 6, or 9 facets, according as n is 2, 3, or 4 [Ede87] . So Assertion (1) of Theorem 4 then directly implies our stated bound on N non (f ), for n ∈ {3, 4}. That N non (f ) ≤ 2 for n = 2 follows from earlier work of Daniel Perrucci using a different argument, involving a detailed analysis of the central special case 1
Note in particular that when n = 1, Z + (f ) has no non-compact components unless f is identically zero. Note also that f (x, y) := (x − 1)(y − 1) = xy − x − y + 1 has support a circuit and exactly two connected components (each non-compact) for its zero set in R Now recall the following two standard inequalities: Having proved N non (f ) ≤ n + 1 in the smooth case, Inequality (N n ) then immediately implies that N non (f ) ≤ 2n + 2, even in the presence of singularities for Z + (f ).
To bound N comp (f ), let n be arbitrary once again. Observe then that Lemma 5 implies that N comp (f ) ≤ 1, with equality only if Z + (f ) is isotopic to an (n − 1)-sphere, as long as Z + (f ) is smooth. So our bound for N comp (f ) holds if Z + (f ) is smooth.
On the other hand, if Z + (f ) has a singularity, consider first the special case where (A, s f ) does not have a caged alternation. Lemma 5 and (N c ) then imply that N comp (f ) = 0. So we have in fact proved a strengthening of the final assertion of Theorem 2.
As for the case where (A, s f ) has a caged alternation, assume without loss of generality that it is a n+2 . Lemma 5 then tells us that N comp (f ) ≤ 1 (with Z + (f ) isotopic to an (n − 1)-sphere if N comp (f ) = 1), provided Z + (f ) is smooth. So we have our assertion for compact components of Z + (f ) in the smooth case.
To conclude, assume that Z + (f ) has a singularity. Lemma 3 then tells us that this singularity is unique and that
i . So f − ε and f + ε thus lie in opposite discriminant chambers for any ε > 0. (Note that we are still assuming that (A, s f ) has a caged alternation.) So one of Z + (f − ε) or Z + (f + ε) is empty. By Lemma 5, and inequalities (N c ) and (N n ), we thus obtain that N comp (f ) ≤ 1 and N non (f ) = 0. In particular, Z + (f ) must have consisted of a single point, for otherwise, both Z + (f − ε) and Z ( f + ε) would have been non-empty (by the Implicit Function Theorem).
Having proved our upper bound for N comp (f ), we need only exhibit examples proving tightness for each n ≥ 1. For n = 1 there is the obvious example of (x − 1) 2 = x 2 − 2x + 1. As for n ≥ 2, Theorem 6 tells us that it suffices to use ε(1 + x 2n 1 + · · · + x 2n n ) − x 1 · · · x n , for any ε > 0 sufficiently small. So we are done.
Phase Transitions: The Proof of Theorem 1
The complexity lower bounds of Theorem 1 -Assertions (3) and (4) -are the easiest to prove, so we start there: The Proof of Assertion (3): Recall that 3CNFSAT is the problem of deciding whether a Boolean formula of the form B(X) = C 1 (X) ∧ · · · ∧ C k (X) has a satisfying assignment, where C i is of one of the following forms:
, and a satisfying assigment consists of an assigment of values from {0, 1} to the variables X 1 , . . . , X 3N which makes the equality B(X) = 1 true. 3CNFSAT is one of the most basic NP-complete problems [GJ79] . In particular, for our purposes, let us measure the size of a 3CNFSAT instance such as the one above as N.
Let us now observe that FEAS R (M) is NP-hard, where M is the family of all polynomial systems of the form (f 1 , . . . , f k ) where, for all i, f i ∈ Z[x 1 , . . . , x 3N ] involves no more than 3 variables and has degree ≤ 1 with respect to each of them.
11 To see why, first observe that any Boolean formula B(X) with no occurence of "∧" can be converted into a polynomial f B (x) ∈ Z[x 1 , . . . , x 3N ] via the following table of substitutions:
For instance, the formula X 1 ∧ ¬X 3 ∧ X 8 becomes (
To any 3CNFSAT instance as above, we can then associate the polynomial system ( 3N )), and it is easily checked that B has a satisfying assignment iff F B has a real root. (Moreover, any root of F B clearly lies in {0, 1} 3N .) Note also that the size of F B is clearly O(N), and that F B has at least as many equations as variables. Clearly then, FEAS R (M) ∈ P =⇒ 3CNFSAT ∈ P, and thus FEAS R (M) is NP-hard.
To conclude, we need only recall that any system of polynomials F chosen from Z[x 1 , . . . , x n ] can always be converted to its Shor Normal Form S F [Sho91] . In particular, F has a real root iff S F has a real root, the size of S F is linear in the size of F , S F consists of linear trinomials and/or binomials of degree ≤ 2, and the number of new equations introduced is the same as the number of new variables introduced. (More concretely, substitutions like x 2 − x 7 1 → (y 1 − x 2 1 , y 2 − y 2 1 , y 3 − y 2 y 1 , x 2 − y 3 x 1 ) can be used to reduce all powers to 2 or less, 11 While this construction is well-known in some circles, we have included a detailed explanation for the convenience of the reader. and substitutions like y k = c i x a i + c j x a j can be used to reduce any polynomial to a collection of polynomials, each with 3 or fewer monomial terms.) So the number of variables of S F is bounded above by the number of equations of S F , and we are done.
The Proof of Assertion (4): By our proof of Assertion (3), and replacing any system (f 1 , . . . , f k ) ∈ S with the polynomial f 2 1 + · · · + f 2 k , it is easy to see that FEAS R (E) is NPhard, where E is the family of n-variate 11n-nomials that are sums of squares. Indeed, by our earlier reduction to 3CNFSAT, we can additionally assume that any polynomial in
2 as summands. The latter assumption easily implies that dim Supp(f ) = n for any n-variate polynomial f ∈ E, for then Newt(f ) must contain a line segment parallel to each and every coordinate axis of R n . To reduce to the family C ε , simply note that from any f ∈ E and ε > 0, we can form the new polynomial g ε (x, y) := f (x) + y 1/ε ⌉. Observe then that g involves exactly n + N variables, g has exactly 11n + N monomial terms, and dim Supp(g) = n + N.
ε , for all n ≥ 1. Moreover, for any fixed ε > 0, the size of g is clearly polynomial in the size of f . So we then clearly obtain that FEAS R (C ε ) ∈ P =⇒ FEAS R (E) ∈ P, and we are done.
The complexity upper bounds of Theorem 1 -Assertions (1) and (2) -then follow easily from the two final algorithms we state below. In what follows, we let Z R (f ) denote the real zero set of f and A := Supp(f ). Remark 5 Note that dim Supp(f ) can be computed in NC 1 as follows: compute the rank of the matrix whose columns are a 2 − a 1 , . . . , a m − a 1 via the parallel algorithm of Csanky [Csa76] . So checking whether a given f is a valid input to Algorithm DimPlus1Case can be done within NC 1 . ⋄ The Proof of Assertion (1): Here we simply apply Algorithm DimPlus1Case. Assuming Algorithm DimPlus1Case is correct, the complexity upper bound then follows trivially, since one can check all the necessary signs and/or parities in logarithmic time, using a number of processors linear in size(f ). (Note also that we can check within NC 1 whether an input f has Supp(f ) affinely independent, thanks to Remark 5.) So we need only show that Algorithm DimPlus1Case is correct.
To prove the latter, note that Lemma 2 implies that the existence of a pair of coefficients of f with opposite sign is the same as Z + (f ) being non-empty. So
Step (1) is correct, and we can assume henceforth that all the coefficients of f have the same sign. By Lemma 2 again, the existence of indices i, j with a i,j − a i,1 odd implies that
Step (2) is correct, assuming its hypothesis is true.
So let us now assume that a i,j has the same parity as a i,1 for all i, j. Note that if f has a root in R n then this root must lie in some coordinate subspace L of minimal positive dimension. So, by our initial hypotheses, on L, the polynomial f will restrict to an n ′ -variate m ′ -nomial with m ′ ≤ n ′ + 1 and affinely independent support a subset of A. In particular, since we now have that all the coefficients of f have the same sign, and since a i,j has the same parity as a i,1 for all i, j, one final application of Lemma 2 implies that Z R (f ) is empty. So
Step (2) is also correct when its hypothesis is false.
Steps ( To efficiently check whether B intersects the relative interior of ConvB, we can employ any linear programming algorithm with polynomial-time bit complexity 12 as follows: express -whenever possible -each b i ∈ B as a convex linear combination of points in B \ {b i }. If some point b i can be expressed in this way, then this point is unique, and we can permute the entries of A so that a 1 = O, a ℓ = b i , and a j = b j for all j ∈ [ℓ] \ {i}. Otherwise, B does not intersect its relative interior.
The Proof of Assertion (2): First note that f has a nonzero constant term iff f does not have O as a root, and this can be checked with just 1 bit operation. So we can assume henceforth f has a nonzero constant term. Also note that the polynomial obtained from f by setting any subset of its variables to 0 lies in B n ′ ∪ A for some n ′ < n. Moreover, since we can apply changes of variables like x i → −x i in P, and since there are exactly 3 n sequences of the form (ε 1 , . . . , ε n ) with ε i ∈ {0, ±1} for all i, it suffices at this point to show that FEAS + R (B n ) ∈ P for fixed n. This will be accomplished by Algorithm DimPlus2Case, and via Proposition 2 and a monomial change of variables (employing Lemma 1), we can indeed prepare f to be a suitable input to this algorithm.
13 So we can now assume that f satisfies these input hypotheses. Assertion (2) then follows immediately -assuming that Algorithm DimPlus2Case is correct and runs in P for fixed n. immediately from Theorem 4. Note also that W consists of no more than n + 2 n = (n + 2)(n + 1)/2 normals, and each such normal can be constructed (employing Cramer's Rule and the Newton identities [BCSS98, Ch. 15, Pgs. 292-296]) via n − 1 determinants of (n−1)×(n−1) matrices, followed by a gcd computation (see, e.g., [BS96] [Ch. 3] for a detailed exposition on near optimal gcd algorithms). Since we've already proved that Algorithm DimPlus1Case runs in P, Steps (0)-(1) clearly run in P, and no further complexity analysis is needed if the hypothesis of
Step (1) Note also that by construction, Supp(g j ) is a degenerate circuit for all j ∈ [n + 1 − ℓ] (provided ℓ < n+1). So, to simplify notation, we can clearly assume without loss of generality that ℓ = n + 1 and that Supp(g) is a circuit. Just as in the last paragraph, we can still assert the two implications (a) Z + (g) has at least 2 points =⇒ Z + (f ) is non-empty, and (b) Z + (g) empty =⇒ Z + (f ) is empty. So we are left with the special case where Z + (g) is a point. Moreover, unless (B, s g ) has a caged alternation, the coefficients of g will all be positive, thus making Z + (f ) empty (and this will be correctly declared later in Step (4)). So we can assume that Z + (g) is a point and (B, s g ) has a caged alternation.
ℓ . Assertion (3) of Lemma 3 then immediately implies that for δ, ε > 0 sufficiently small, sign(∆ B (g − δ)) = sign(∆ B (g ε )). In particular, g − δ must then lie in the same B-discriminant chamber as g ε , and Theorem 6 then implies that the graph of −g attains a maximum value of 0 within R n−1 + . In other words, Z + (f ) is empty, and this would be correctly declared later in Step (4). So Step (2) is correct, and its complexity is dominated by an instance in B n ′ of Algorithm DimPlus2Case, for some n ′ < n. We can thus assume now that A is a circuit and continue to Step (3). Steps (3) and (4): The correctness of Step (3-a) follows immediately from Descartes' Rule of Signs, combined with the observation that the derivative of f (x) (or x a 3 f (1/x)) is nonzero on R + .
If the hypothesis of Step (3-b) is violated, then all the coefficients of f must have the same sign and Z + (f ) must then be empty (and this will be correctly declared later in Step (4)). So we may assume that (A, s f ) has a caged alternation. Moreover, we may also assume without loss of generality that c 1 , . . . , c n+1 > 0 and c n+2 < 0.
If Z + (f ) is smooth then Assertion (1) of Lemma 5 implies that Z + (f ) is isotopic to one of two possible Viro diagrams, easily seen to be either empty or the boundary of an nsimplex. Moreover, by Theorem 6, Z + (f ) is isotopic to the latter diagram iff sign(∆ A (f )) = sign(∆ A (f ε )) for all ε > 0 sufficiently small, where f ε (x) := ε for all ε > 0. In other words, Step (3-b-ii) is correct.
So now assume Z + (f ) has a singularity ζ. Then, Assertion (4) of Lemma 3 implies that ζ is the only singularity of Z + (f ). Moreover, since (A, s f ) has a caged alternation, Z + (f ) must then be exactly {ζ}, as already proved toward the end of the Case 3 portion of the proof of Theorem 2. So Step (3-b-i) is correct.
To conclude, observe that any case not satisfying the hypotheses of any of our steps results in Z + (f ) being empty, and this is correctly declared by Step (4). Furthermore, we see that the complexity of Steps (3)-(4) is dominated by a single instance of Algorithm BinomialVanish and a single instance of BinomialSign, for input f .
The Proof of Lemma 2
As before, we can assume without loss of generality that a 1 = O and c 1 = 1 by dividing by a suitable monomial. Furthermore, we can clearly permute the a i so that c i > 0 iff i ≤ k, for some k ≤ n + 1. Let A ′ be the matrix whose columns are a 2 , . . . , a n+1 . Then, via the change of variables x= z/(|c 2 |, . . . , |c n+1 |)
A −1 (which clearly preserves the existence of roots of f in any open orthant of (R * ) n ), we can then clearly assume that f (x) = 1 + x a 2 + · · · + x a k − x a k+1 − · · · − x a n+1 . Our criteria for checking the existence of roots of f in R n + or (R * ) n then clearly reduce to checking whether k < n or whether A ′ has an odd entry. So let us prove that the latter conditions correctly characterize the existence of roots of f in R n + and (R * ) n . First note that f (x) = 0 for some x ∈ (R * ) n iff (⋆)
x A ′ = α and 1 + α 1 + · · · + α k − α k+1 − · · · − α n = 0, for some α = (α 1 , . . . , α n ) ∈ (R * ) n . Assertion (1) then follows almost trivially: Assuming x ∈ R n + , the equality k = n and Proposition 1 imply that f (x) = 1 + α 1 + · · · + α n > 0, so there can be no roots for f in R can solve x A ′ = α over R n + , we will have found a root in R n + for f . Proposition 1 tells us that we can indeed (since det A ′ = 0), so we are done. We now focus on Assertion (2). Letting y := x U , note that
thanks to Proposition 1, where S = [s ij ] is an n × n diagonal matrix with s 1,1 |s 2,2 | · · · |s n,n . So we'll be able to find a root in (R * ) n for f iff (♥)
There are α, y ∈ (R * ) n with y S = α V and 1 + α 1 + · · · + α k − α k+1 − · · · − α n = 0. Let us now separately prove the two directions of the equivalence in Assertion (2): (⇐=): First note that the hypothesis is invariant under a common translation of a 1 , . . . , a n+1 . So we can assume a 1 = O (and k = n as given), and our hypothesis then translates into A ′ ⊂ Z n having at least one odd entry. A ′ having at least one odd entry then implies that the mod 2 reduction of A ′ has positive (Z/2Z)-rank, and this in turn implies that s 1,1 is odd. (Since left and right multiplication by matrices in GL n (Z) preserves (Z/2Z)-rank, and s 1,1 |s 2,2 | · · · |s n,n .) Since the map e V (x) := x V is clearly an automorphism of the open orthants of (R * ) n (provided V ∈ GL n (Z)), there must then clearly be some open orthant (having exactly j positive coordinates) which is mapped bijectively onto R − × R such that sign(α V ) = (−1, 1, . . . , 1). Clearly then, y S = α V has a solution in (R * ) n and thus, by (♥) and our choice of α, f indeed has a root in (R * ) n . (=⇒): We will prove the contrapositive. Via translation invariance again, in the notation above, we see that our hypothesis is equivalent to all the entries of A ′ being even, and thus all the s i,i must be even. We then obtain, via Proposition 1, that y S = α V has no roots in (R * ) n unless α ∈ R n + . But then α ∈ R n + implies that 1 + α 1 + · · · + α n > 0 (since k = n by assumption), so there can be no roots for f in (R * ) n .
